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Abstract 
Timber harvesting systems and their costs are a 

major concern for the forest products industries. I n  this 
paper, harvest costs per cord are estimated, using 
computer simulation, for current southern pine 
harvesting systems. The estimations represent a range 
of mechanization levels. The sensitivity of systems to 
factors affecting harvest costs - machine costs, fuel 
prices, wage rates, tract size, and planted stands - is 
examined to determine trends in harvest systems and 
costs. 

Highly mechanized full-tree systems are the most 
cost-efficient and should increase in number in the 
1980s. Tree length systems and labor-intensive systems 
fall a t  the next average cost level with partially 
mechanized systems having the highest average costs. 
Although increasirig real costs for machines and 
interest, high average costs on small tracts, and 
depressed markets will inhibit adoption of highly 
mechanized harvest operations, these types of systems 
will retain a subslantial average i~arves t  cost advan- 
tage. Decreasing labor availabilit~ and needs for 
plantation thinning also favor use of mechanized full- 
tree systems. 

If sufficient progress is made toward the adoption of 
the most efficient systems, logging costs could rise less 
than the general inflation rate. Real cost increases may 
occur if depressed economic conditions and high 
machine costs prevent loggers from adopting highly 
mechanized systems as  such systems must maintain 
stable, high volumes of output. 

Forest products firms and forestry planners have a 
vital interest in timber harvesting systems and costs. 
Harvest cost estimates not only play a pivotal role in 
system selection and other evaluations in timber 
harvesting but are necessary to assess forest manage- 
ment and manufacturing opportunities a s  well. 

I n  this paper we examine current harvesting 
systems and factors that will influence costs and system 
selection for harvesting southern pine timber in the 
1980s. First, costs for common harvesting systems 
operating in natural pine stands are determined by 
computer simulation. Next, factors likely to influence 
harvesting systems and costs in the 1980s are evaluated 
to determine the effect of factor changes on harvest costs 
for different systems. Results of these analyses form the 
basis for projecting harvesting trends through the 
current decade. Equipment, systems, and costs for 
situations such a s  thinning and residue logging are also 
discussed. 

Modeled systems 
Costs per cord were estimated for 10 current 

pulpwood harvesting systems representing a range of 
mechanization levels. This entailed developing model 
systems, gathering productivity data and 1980 factor 
costs, and performing a computer simulation of the 
harvest operation for all systems. 

Ha rves t i ng  opera t ions  
Shortwood, longwood, tree-length, full-tree, and 

whole-tree chip harvesting operations were modeled. 
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the equipment and man- 
power required for each system. Table 3 displays the 
total investment required for each system a t  1980 
purchase prices. 

The Harvest System Simulator (HSS) computer pro- 
gram (11) was used to estimate total system produc- 
tivity and average costs. Productivity rates for in- 
dividual harvest functions such a s  felling, skidding, and 
loading were used as  inputs in the simulations. 

Productivity and cost inputs 
Productivity rates were gathered from the available 

literature. They were based on a model southern pine 
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TABLE 1 - Units of equipment characterzring each harl~est system 

L 

i 

L F .  
L 

System 

- ?1 

---------------------------------.-- - - -  - ----.----------.-----.-............... ( '  of unitsj .................................................................... 
Stump bobtail 2 1 1 
Bobtail and tractor 2 1 1 1 1 
Semimechanized shortwood 2 1 1 1 2 4 1 1  
Highly mechanized shortwood 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 2 4 1 1  1 
Shortwood prehauler 3 1 1 2 1 
Skidder longwood 2 1 1 1 2  1 
Manual tree-length 5 1 1  1 2 2 2  1 1 1  
Hiehlv mechanized full-tree 1 2  2 1 1  1 3 3 3 1 1 1  
~ imi ted-area  feller-buncher 1 1 2 1 1  1 3 3 3 1 1 1  
Wholetree chip 1 2  2 1 1  3 6 1 1 1 2  

TABLE 2. - Crew si te  and distribution characterizing each harvesting system. 

Equipment Truck 
System Supervisor Saw hand operator driver Mechanic Total 

-. . . -- . - . .. . . - ..--.-. . . . . .. - . .-. . -. .-. . . --- .--- . .--- .- . . . -- .-. . .--- .- .-. . --. . (No. of workers)--.- ---.-.---------.-.....-.--~.-..~.-..~~.~.~ 
Stump bobtail 1/3 2 1/3 
Bobtail and tractor 

1 /3  
1 /3 1-113 1 1/3 

3 

Semimechanized shortwood 1 /3  2 2-1/3 2 1/3 
3 

Highly mechanized shortwood 
7 

1/2 3 2 112 
Shortwood prehauler 1/3 3 1 2/3 

6 

Skidder longwood 
5 

1/2 1-1/2 1-1/2 1-1/2 
Manual tree-length 

5 
1 3 2-1/2 2 1/2 9 

Highly mechanized full-tree 1 4-1/2 3 1/2 9 
Limited-area feller-buncher 1 3-1/2 3 1/2 8 
Whole-tree chip 1 5 3 1 10 

TABLE 3. - Initial investment in each harvest system. 

System Woods equipment Hauling and support equipment Total 

Stump bobtail 2,600 16,600 
Bobtall and tractor 30,600 27,000 57,600 
Semimechanized shortwood 146,500 146,000 192,500 
Highly mechanized shortwood 197,700 170,000 367,700 
Shortwood prehauler 41,500 61,000 102,500 
Skidder longuood 80,000 76,600 156,600 
Manual tree-length 156,500 170,600 327,100 
Hlghly mechanized full-tree 321,700 231,400 553,100 
Limited area feller buncher 301,700 231,400 
Whole tree chlp 

533,100 
456,000 259,500 715,500 

stand with a n  average diameter a t  breast height (DBH) equipment and wage rates determined by job classifica- 
of 9.4 inches and a volume of 17.67 cords (1,590 cubic tion. Straight-line depreciation and a n  interest rate of 12 
feet) per acre. All harvests were assumed to be clearcut percent were used in the machine rate calculations. 
operations occurring on level to gently sloping terrain. A Annual owner/operator profit for each system was 
hauling distance of 30 miles to mill yards was assumed. assumed to include both return on investment and a 

Machine and labor cost inputs were derived from salary for the entrepreneur. Profit levels were graduated 
fixed and operating costs calculated for each piece of by the size of theinvestment in the harvest system based 



,.. I AR1,E: 4. - Harc,est cost per cord, 1980 input pricr,,s. 
- 

-Mu-~ 
---- 

S3-stem Cost uer cord 

iVni:lc trce rhip 
1.i:ilited-area feller-bunehcr 
Highly r~techanized full-tree 
Shortwood  reh hauler , . 

Stump-to-stump bobtail 4 1.37 
SIanunl trec-length 41.88 
Highly rnechanized shortwood 44.79 
Skicider lor~gwood 45.40 
Semimechanized shortwood 46.92 
Bobtail and  farm t r a c t ~ ~ r  - 49.1 i 

-- 

The sensitivity analyses revealed tha t  the highly 
mechanized full-tree and whole-tree chip systems 
ali\ ays  retaineci their average cost advantage over tree- 
length and bobtail operations. Even with the  combina- 
tlon of higher interest rates, fuel costs. and  equipment 
costs, they still had significantly lower average costs. 
Higher wages increased the cost advantage of mech- 
anized compared with manual systems a s  did increased 
harvest volumes per acre and high or low labor produc- 
tivity rates. Harvests of low volumes per acre increased 
costs the most for tree-length operations and  the least for 
bobtail systems but the relative costs among systems 
remained the same 

S y s t e m  implications 
In 1980, mill prices in ihe South averaged about $38 

TI'IBI~E 5 - A L erage age  of southern pulp i~ood  harr cstinf: cyurpmerlt 
- - - per cord for pine roundwood and  $31.68 per cord for 

Average age whole-tree pine chips (12). Thus, the estimated average 
I I a r ~ e s t  equipment -- (yr i -- costs for most systems exceeded actual pulpuood prices 

Slngle axle bobtall trucks 6 1 
1 andem axle bobtali trucks 5 3 

(costs experienced by ongoing operations) dunng  the 
Lhesel tractor trader trucks 4 2 year. This reflects that most wood is  produced with 
Foru arders 3 5 equipment that  has  depreciation costs lower than  would 
Cable sk~dders  4 5 
Grapple skidders 2 7 be the case if a system were made up of all new 
Knuckiehoom loaders 4 1 equipment. Stumpage costs for actual operations may 
Bigstick loaders 4 7 also lag the 1980 average of $11.70 per cord used in the 

Source Weaver, et a1 (15) simulations. In  addition, revenues for actual operations 

on estimates provided by industrial arld academic 
harvesting specialists. Details on productivity rates and 
input costs are described by Cubbage (3).  

Simulation results 
The estimated harvest cost per cord for each system 

is shown in Table 4. Costs include stumpage, hauling, 
and overhead for owner/operatc)r profit and system 
support ecjuipment. Also, the  costs are for the minimum 
optimal tract size where costs for moving arid setting up 
no longer have a significant effect on the average 
harvest cost. 

Ilighly mechanized full-tree systems have the 
lowest average cost per cord for harvesticg roundwood. 
Costs averaged almost $4 per cord less than  the manual 
tree-length system, shortwood prehauler system, and 
stump-to-stump bobtail system. V-hole-tree chipping h a s  
the lowest cost per cord but falls between the highly 
mechanized full-tree systems and the low-cost tree- 
length and shortwood systems in  profitzbility when 
both costs and lose r  chip revenues are considered. 
Partially mechanized shoi-fwood, highly n~echanized 
shortivood, and iong log systems are genrr,il!y not a s  
competitive in average pine pillp\vood harvesting 
conditions. The small scale mechanized shortwood 
operation-a bobtail truck and farm tractor-had the 
highest cost. 

.-, :- * * '  tn,lcl.city ana!yses were performeci on selected 
harvest systems to determine the effect of changes in the 
assumptions. 1-lii'fercnt srand volumes :tnc! labor produc- 
tivity rates: higher interest rntes, wages rates, equip- 
ment purchase c o s ~ s ~  and fuel costs; and the imposition 
of quotas were examiried. 

will be higher than the average pulpwood prices on a 
cord equivalent basis if sawlogs a n d  veneer logs are 
sorted and sold. 

Because the estimated costs reflect depreciation 
with current prices, they do indicate levels to which 
pulpwood prices will have to rise if equipment has  to be 
replaced, assuming no change in other factors. In Table 
5 are sliown the findings of a recent survey (15) of the 
average ages for equipment used in  southern pu,lpwood 
operations. 

These data  can be used to indicate which systems 
face imminent rt?:ilacemeiit decisions and may  need 
pl;ii:i? or othcr adjustments to survive in the ni.xt few 
years. Systems typified by the grapple skidder, which 
have the newest equipment arid the  lowest harvest cost, 
. "~ .  i-,;!i ; ~ p p i i i e ~ ~ t l y  ic'cluii.e oriiji si!iali iii~fzi2ise.i; in 

pulpi~ood prices to retain their profitatiititj-. Roijtaii 
truck systems, on the other hand,  are typically the 
oldest. Tn this case, however, the relatively old age may 
indicate tha t  these systems are only cijmpetitivc with 
used equipment since new bobtail truck systems are 
rare. 

Harvest costs will vary for conditions ciifkrent from 
thosle siixciated. Other stand conditions may be rnore 
saitnhie fi::. speciGi. systems. Loggers working part-time 
with old equipment may still make profits x i th  less 
efficient systems. Higher revenues are possibi-:. from 
multiproduct harvests. Also, specific operations may 
coiitiiiut: to be profitable where mill and s t u i n p a ~ e  prices 
differ from the average. 

Factor changes 
System selections will be influenced by changes in 

f'aetcir inputs - capital and related costs, labor 
nvai!abilit:; and w:igcls, and limber characteris<ics. Kar- 
vest ryu ipr~en t  and system adnptiori in  the United 
States has  general!y followed a n  evolutionary, rather 



TAL3:.E 6. - ,tfur~hinr arid 1abori.t .ir hr~~cihdi i l~  nfor  tioiii!.- ~~,:i: ,p>i~crtt ,  
- - _-__..__.-_I 

S.i.srcvc %fachine I,.ilirir 
_I__.-. .-p__.p-p 

. .. . . . . . . . ( " of total c . , , ~ t ,  ...-........ 
LVhc>lc-tree chip 6-1.1 :<.i 9 
1,irnitc.d-area feller-buncher 60,8 :j9.2 
Highly mechanized full-tree 58.6 -1 i .4 
tiighli. mechanized shortwo9i! 5h.2 .ti .R 
Semirnechanized short\rooi! 51.3 45.7 
Bobtail and tractor 46.4 5:j.E 
Skidder lnng~vood 46.0 54.0 
Manual tree-length 39.1 60.9 
Shortwood prehauler 25.9 74.1 
Stump bobtail 22.i -- 

I i .9  -- - --- - 

than revolutionary, path.  This trend is  likely to continue 
with systems producing wood for thelowest cost tending 
to dominate harvesting a s  producers shift to the most 
cost-efficient systems. Drastically new systems or 
equiprnent are  unlikely in  the short term since equip- 
merit development and  adoption tends to be slow. 

Blachine c o s t s  
Machine costs comprise the largest portion of total 

costs for the most efficient systems. Although purchase 
prices for logging equipment have been found to be 
increasing less than  the rate of inflation (131, purchase 
prices are not the only cost of owning machinery. 
lnterejt  rates have nearly doubled since the niiclseven- 
ties and insurance h a s  increased a s  well. The overall 
cost of owning and operating harvest machinery was 
found to have increased proportionately faster than 
other prices in a M~nneso ta  study (7) and similar results 
would probably hold true for the South. High machine 
ownership costs in  particular may slow adoption of 
highly mechanized systems when timber marie ts  are 
depressed bcc,ause the  large investments r e q ~ '  lire con- 
tinual production of high volumes of wood to pay for 
their costs. 

Machine and labor cost distribrations wrre porn- 
puted for woods equipment for each harvest system 
simulated (Table 6). Using one-half of total costs a s  a 
criterion, five of the model systems may be characterized 
a s  capital-intensive and  five a s  labor-intensive. The 
relative effects of capital and  labor costs and availabili- 
ty can be judged with these cost breakdowns in mind. 
Increased capital costs or decreased availability would 
favor labor-intensive systems and vice versa. 

Energy costs 
Fve! prices have probably risen faster than any 

other factor cost in recent years. Although fuel and 
lubrication expenses are still not a5 large an  operating 
cost for logging a s  are  repair and maintenance. they are 
increasing in importance. Equipment designers con- 
sider energy efficiency a primary concern (I). 

Onc of the sensitivity analyses found that  doubling 
the real cost of fossil fuels ivouid increase average 
harvest costs more for the primarily manual, chainsaw, 
tree-length system than  for the highly mechanized 
feller-buncher, full-tree system. This indicates that 

highly pr~iduetive txech:!nizcd systeals can be f:i\-ored 
i2.v increastis irl fuel cesrs, 

Large n~achirles may cdnsuine less feel c c  a per unit 
of output basis than smaller capacity mazhlrles Also. 
manual systems rely heavily on chainsaws ~vhich have 
a high proportion of their operating costs attributable to 
fossil fuels - much higher than  highly mech'inized 
systems. 

Systems which minimize fuel use per unit of output 
will be least affected by energy cost increases. As fuel 
costs increase, equipment developments such as  tur- 
bochargers, hydrostatic drives, and  larger payloads per 
turn will become more popular. In  addition, the current 
trend toward larger horsepo-wer equipment may 
stabilize or taper off somewhat (4). 

Labor trends 
Although labor costs appear to have increased less 

rapidly than total machine costs in recent years, a 
reversal of the  trend toward more capital-intensive 
systems does not appear likely. Given the alternatives 
provided by current social programs and competing 
employment opportunities in rural labor markets, fewer 
persons seem willing to perform the manual tasks of 
felling, lirnbing, bucking, and  piling of roundwood. 
Decreasing availability of manual laborers tends to 
favor mechanired systems despite relative cost advan- 
tapes of labor-intensive systems. 

However, if costs of capital and associated items 
continun to rise faster than  labor, there will tie increased 
efforts toward seeking productivity gains with existing 
equipment. Korker training and  ergonomic resoarch 
can enhance labor productivity and reduce injury rates. 
In\  estrnent in such labor-oriented programs has  thus 
far heen neglected and may offer a major opportunity to 
realize irnproved productivity and lower future costs 
with present mechanized harvesting systems. 

T r a c t  size 
As the mechanization level and size of harvesting 

systems increase, costs of moving from tract to tract will 
become more important. Move costs based on 1980 prices 
Ivere. derived for the 10 ilcirvest systelns mudeled using 
the time required to move (14) and the HSS program. 
Transportation costs were also calculated for moving 
equipment from one harvest to the next. The program 
calculated costs for nonproductive equipment fixed 
costs, system overhead, and wages. The program 
accounts not only for transportation and system rate 
costs but also for decreased average system productivity 
caused by idle time. Table 7 summarizes the calculated 
move costs based on a 20-mile move. 

Small labor-oriented systems cost less to move. 
They have lower fixed costs for idle equipment and are 
also penalized less when operating on srnali tracts and 
with smail volumes. As a result, the stump buktail and 
prehauler systems have the lowest harvest costs up to 
:i!jout 20 acres. Large nechanized sys"i3ms. which have 
lo~ver average harvest costs, do have the disadi-antage 
of high move costs which raise their average harvest 
costs on small tracts. This will dampen the tendency to 
operate large mechanized systems based solely on their 
rninimum average cost advantage unless snlali tracts 
can be coordinated to reduce move costs. 



required for 
System 

.- 
Cost  minimum cost 

. - 
is) (acres) 

49 Stump hobtai: 
Rcbtui! anti tractor 227 I:) 
Shortwood pre'nauier 373 20 
Skidder lon~woiid 548 4 0 
Semimechanized shortwood 647 40 
hlanuol tree-length 601 60 
Highly rni.chanized shortwood 1,015 60 
Highly mechanizid fuii-tree 1 , 2 3  1 Cic! 
Limited-area fellcr-buncher 2,437 121) 
Whole-tree chip 2.4i-1 120 

--- 
Harvest System Simulator (HSS) cornputer program (11). 
'Stump bohtail costs tended to increase slightly a s  tract size increased. 
Thus, other factors including access, terrain, and distance to mill can he 
more important than acres per s e  in determining a n  economical logging 
chance for this svstem. 

Plantations 
During the 19SOs, many of the southern pine 

plantations established by forest industry and other 
landowners will he reaching the age for a first commer- 
cial thinning. As of 1978, for example, almost 40 percent 
of the estimated 12 million acrts of vine vlantations in  . * 

the five southeastc~n states werein the 10- to 19-year age 
class (9). Since harvesting productivity and costs are  
adversely affected by smaller tree sizes, the potential 
impact of plantation thinning is a major concern. 

In general, the relative uniformity of tree size and 
spacing in plantations fa i  ors mechanical row thinning. 
For this reason a n d  also unfavorable long-term trends in 
labor supply and  wage rates, various tree harvesters 
have been developed and tested in southrrn pine 
plantations ( 2 ,  6). A comparison of thinning systems 
incc)rpor;lting three types of harvesters using 1977 
prices showed systems including full-tree machines or 
feller-bunchers h a d  lower harvesting costs than  those 
ctsirkg sllurt,si~od or t l ic lerlgtli h,,l->cstcls (5) 

Using 1980 prices, harvest costs were calculated for 
the following pine plantation thinning systems: 

1. Shortwood harvester/forwarding/short\vood 
hauling 

2. Tree-length harvester/grapple skidding/tree- 
length hauling 

3. Feller-buncher grapple skidding, delimhing 
gate/ tree-length hauling 

Harvester production rates used were for row thinning 
slash pir:~ p!ant::tions a t  age 15 with a site index of 70 
and a density cf 500 sun-iving trees having an average 
IIRI-! of 6.5 inches. System ciists per cord by harvester 
type were: shortwood. S36.51. t r~e- length,  $17.01: and 
fcli-tree or feller-bcnchcr. S-i:.;$, 

As found with clearcuttilig irl natural stands, the 
highly mc.ch;:nized full-tree syst!>rn is the most cost- 
efficii?nt. For thosc. who might find row thinning less 
acceptab!a than other thinning methods, more costly 
thinning systems would ha\-e to hc justified by ultimate 
returns from the particular practice. 

Or.;t",ook 
7'11t .  h x v e s t  system C O S ~ S  and 1l:t ri-view (1:' input 

factor trends prcvidr a founrfaiion for assessing the net 
effect on sgsten; evolution and costs. 

Systems 
Shortr~nod.-The contribution of shortwood sys- 

tems to future pine pulp\.;ood production will be limited. 
The most economical shortwood systems-the stump-to- 
stump bohtail truck and the shortivood prehauler-rely 
heavily on persons willing to perform hard manual 
labor a t  minimum wages, a declining resource a t  best. 
Also, average harvest costs increased for more mech- 
anized systems producing shortwood material. 

Tree-length or full-tree skidding with manual or 
mechanized bucking a t  the landing are significantly 
more costly than less mechanized shortwood, tree- 
length, or full-tree systems. They are  also morecostly on 
smaller tracts than  bobtail or prehauler operations. 
These hybrid longwood-shortwood systems may be 
characterized a s  short-term adaptations where 
shortwood is needed for transportation or mill yard 
purposes. I n  essence, the systems add a func- 
tion-bucking or slashing-which generates no finan- 
cial return. 

Still, shortwood operations may survive for certain 
conditions or situations. The relatively low capital 
requirements permit easy entrance and exit according to 
fluctuating economic conditions. IkIanual shortwood 
systems also have 10'14 mo-i.ing costs nialiing them 
suitable for smtill tracts, particularly if adjustments are 
made in stumpage prices. 

Prehauler systems could also be maintained if bolt 
lengths were increased beyond the customary 5 feet. 
Par t  of the popularity of tree-length and full-tree 
systems is their compatibility with the development of 
integrated wood processing complexes. A minimum bolt 
length of 8-112 feet (similar to the 100-in. bolt length 
standard in the Lake States) would permit value 
maximizing by sorting out the logs suited for veneer or 
lumber. Also, it would improve the productivity of the 
prchauler system. 

L%fanuaL tree-lerzgth. -The manual tree-length sys- 
tem is comparable in cost with the labor-intensive stump 
bobtail and shortwood prehauler systems. However, it 
eliminates more than one-half the hand labor required 
in the low-cost shortwood systems, thereby increasing 
its chances for survival. 

Compared ~ v i t h  the highly mechanized full-tree 
systems, the manual tree-length operation has  higher 
average costs, is affected the most by small diameter 
trecs c6i. and is a less efficient user of fossil fuels. 
Ner-ertheless, i t  is one of the most popular logging 
systems in the South and will prubably continue to in- 
crease in numbers in the future a s  shortwood systems 
cieciint.. 

1 ) ~ s p l t ~  the cost advantage o f h l p h l j  nlechanlzed 
full-tree hnrx est s> S ~ P I ~ S ,  chainsaw <ind choker-sk:dder 
systems are a less c o ~ l t l  step in n>echan~za t~on  and have 
lout-r fixed costs to be hame when economlc condltlons 
are d;ipressed and rnllls lrmlt uooclpurchnses Also, they 
have lower mo\e costs are more adaptable to rough or 
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wet land, and are useful in irregular stands with large 
timber. 

H ~ g h l y  rnecharztzed full-tree.--These systems have 
the loivestaaerage harvest costs per cord for roundu-ood 
products. The rubber-tired, feller-buncher, grapple 
skidder system and the tracked, limited-area, feller- 
buncher system have similar low average harvest costs 
per cord and are  cheaper than manual tree-length 
systems on average sites Also. high productivity and 
proportionately lower fuel use per unit of output favor 
their adoption in  the future. 

However, the total investment required and high 
overhead costs will limit their use on small tracts unless 
several can be combined to provide a sufficient volume 
to be harvested for a given area. Forest industry policies 
will also affect their adoption. Before loggers invest in  
highly mechanized systems, assured markets are 
needed for the requisite large volumes produced. Long- 
term purchase agreements could provide assurances 
tha t  would lessen uncertainties tha t  develop from 
quotas imposed during poor markets or mill closures due 
to strikes. If quotas continue to be widely used, adoption 
of full-tree systems may occur more slowly than  would 
be expected based on their cost advantage alone. 

IVhole-tree chip.-Whole-tree chipping was the  
lowest average cost operation simulated-about $3.50 
per cord less than  the highly mechanized full-tree sys- 
tems. However, its cost advantage should not be equated 
with a n  advantage i n  profitability. 

The whole-tree chip simulation assumed tha t  the 
model stand would be purchased for the same price a s  a 
conventional harvest and would receive the 25 percent 
overrun of the chip system without any  added stumpage 
cost. Sophisticated sellers realize tha t  chipping systems 
harvest greater volumes and may demand greater 
purchase prices. Also, dirty whole-tree chips receive a 
$31.68 per cord price compared to $38 per cord for pine 
roundwototf. 'l'hese drawbacks indicate that while whole- 
tree chipping is a lev:-cost system, it is not a s  profitable 
a s  the highly mechanized roundwood systems due to its 
less desirable product output. 

Whcle-tree chipping woulri be ~dvantageous  with 
small tree sizes since the delirnbing bottleneck w ould be 
eliminated (b). Labor would also be easier to recruit. 
However, the high machine-owning costs require 
continuous production and prevent economical opera- 
tlon on small tracts. The chipper is also a high consumer 
of energy. 

In situations \\here dirt> chips can be mixed with 
the other mill roundwood or used to make specialized 
products, whole-tree chipping may be the most efficient 
harvesting method If a n  rconotnital method is 
clt i eloped for c lean~ng  the c h ~ p s ,  it ma3 rit  al  the highly 
n ~ i c h a n i ~ e d  fu'i-zree systems i~ profitabilit>. 

Other iiar,~,esting systems.-In addition to the 
gvnerai trends :hr pine pu!p;vood horves;i:ig, there viill 
bz speciali~ed systems or adaptations for other harvest- 
ing situations. Harvests in swamp:\. tcrrnin are likely to 
use some form of tree-length logging. 'I'racked feller- 
!,ur,c.hers. high-speed tracked ~ i i id~ i i i ip  il:ac!:ines. and 
high flotrttion tires art- :lc?aptatiozib for bitgay areas. 
Area with rough trrrair, and stoq: s'iu~ic~s lire suitable for 

1,;gging by cable-type skidders or small-scale cable 
-;i:der systems. 

Higli--r-;iluc. iiarii:voocis and sawtitnber on favorable 
terrain w ill p~(;i?;ibi-  be 11;irvested by more conventional 
systems. 1,:irgt: pinc and l-iard-rvoods exceed feller- 
huncher capabilitie* and butt damage is  a concern in  
lnachine felling. Pint. lirnbs gre:iter t h a n  2 inches and  
hardivoc)d limbs resist high-speed gate cfelimbing. 
Chninsaws provide higher quality felling and delimb- 
k g .  Large tree-length operations will still have a cost 
advantage compared with smalier operations but small 
crews will remain in business by logging smal! tracts 
and high-value species. 

Multiproduct logging will become more prevalent 
with the trend toward tree-length and  full-tree systems. 
Conventional systems that would be uneconomical for 
pulpwood alone can be profitable with higher value 
products. In effect, harvest costs can be allocated among 
all products, reducing the cost for pulpwood. 

Residue logging offers the most opportunity for new 
system development in the eighties. Conventional high- 
volume whole-tree chipping operations might be used to 
economically harvest residue for fuel chips (10). Baling 
of forest residues for fuel use is also being examined a s  a 
new harvest method. Mobile chippers are being 
developed for residue harvesting or precommercial 
thinning with varying degrees of success (16). The costs 
of these systems are tentative but all have potential for 
development in the eighties. 

C o s t s  
System selection in the 1980s will evolve toward the 

most efficient systems but outlook for the relative level 
of harvesting costs is  rnore uncertain. Prices for 
pulp.vvood have generally increased less t h a n  the costs of 
owning harvest machinery and hiring labor. This forces 
loggers to become more efficient or drop out of business. 
Ki th  increasing input costs for energy and tnaehine 
ownership and fairly stable mill prices for roundwood, 
loggers must continue to become more efficient and  
ndopt ;idvant-t.8 tc,thnnlozy. 1nsfi~;id nf relying on lo..: 
investment manual systems such a s  the bobtail truck or 
prehauler, or even the manual tree-length system, they 
will shift to the highly efficient feller-buncher, grapple 
skidder systems whenever possible. 

If the forest industry provides a n  investment 
cliniate where such capital-intensive systems can 
rnaintain the requisite high output, harvesting costs for 
final cuts could continue to rise less than  the rate of 
inflation. Highly mechanized full-tree systenls offer 
enough potential for productivity increases over conven- 
tional systems to make up f'or increases in  machine- 
owning costs and fuel costs. For thinnirlgs and  s n a l l  
di~imeter stand harvests, average harvest costs will be 
higher than those ccrrently experienced for final 
harvests in the South. 

If depressed ecor,omic conditions, quota systems, or 
periodic mi!! closings do not allow loggers to maintain 
stable high-volume ~!pcrations. they will opt for  labor- 
intensive systems and the potential cost savings 
prii~nised by highly mechanized full-tree harvest 
systrins will not be realized. The lower production and 



efficiency of labor-intensive systems, coupled with the 
rising real prices of energy, are likely to result in rising 
relative harvest costs. 

Optimistically, the forestry sector can look forward 
to stable or decreasing relative harvesting costs in the 
1980s. Forest industries and forest planners must foster 
an environment which will lead to adoption ofcurrently 
available efficient technology. Helpful actions may 
include long-term purchase agreements, support of 
training programs for loggers, aid in technology 
transfer, backing for equipment loans, and variable 
contract rates. 
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